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middle east oil and gas projects outlook 2021-2025: 77 upstream
projects, 143 midstream projects, 83 refinery projects, 312
petrochemical projects
March saw the largest single month-over-month gain in a decade of Texas
upstream oil and natural gas sector jobs, a report by the Texas Workforce
Commission

kazakhstan upstream oil and gas
Kazakhstan President Kasym-Zhomat Tokayev has given the government's
full backing to the Kashagan offshore oil and gas development despite a row
with fishing interests and environmentalists over plans
kazakh leader backs kashagan long-term oil and gas scheme despite
caspian fishing concerns
The Asian Development Bank will no longer finance coal mining or oil and
natural gas production and exploration, it announced in a draft policy
statement on Friday.

texas upstream oil and natural gas sector continues to add jobs
Analyze market trends for the upstream oil and gas industry in the global
arena – Review of deal trends in the upstream segments, i.e. conventional
and unconventional – Analysis of M&As, Equity/Debt

asian development bank to end coal, upstream oil and gas financing
Total on April 29 reported a strong first-quarter recovery in its upstream oil
and gas business, with higher prices leading to almost triple the level of
adjusted operating profit in the segment

oil and gas upstream mergers, acquisitions and capital raising
annual deals review report
The Upstream Oil and Gas Committee (UOGC) brings attention to the needs
of the global upstream engineering community by means of education,
training and awareness. The committee will sponsor events

total’s upstream oil and gas business propels q1 recovery
Out of these, upstream projects would be 77, midstream would be 143,
refinery at 83 and petrochemical would the highest with 312 projects
respectively. Updated information on oil and gas, planned and

upstream oil and gas committee
The oil and gas sector is widely seen as a sunset industry. Write-downs of
around US$145 billion (S$193.7 billion) in asset values globally over the
first three quarters in 2020 have added to that
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oil and gas is not the sunset industry you think it is
Investment in new oil and gas projects plummeted in 2020, and while capex
is noticeably increasing this year, investors remain cautious

magnolia oil & gas: beat and raise meets buyback and dividend to
come
The "Norway Oil and Gas Upstream Market - Growth, Trends, COVID-19
Impact, and Forecasts (2021 - 2026)" report has been added to
ResearchAndMarkets.com's

oil investment lags jump in crude prices
Global AI in Oil and Gas Market providing information such as company
profiles, product picture and specification, capacity, production, price, cost,
revenue and contact information. Upstream raw

norway oil and gas upstream market growth, trends, covid-19
impact, and forecasts report 2021-2026 - researchandmarkets.com
The “Upstream Oil & Gas Start-Up Tracker - Issue 20” report has been
added to ResearchAndMarkets.com’s offering. The upstream oil and gas
(O&G) industry is increasingly focused on cutting costs and

ai in oil and gas market 2021 | upstream, opportunities, challenges,
top industry players, regional study, growth drivers and
opportunities by 2027
The oil and natural gas industry has survived for 171 years in this country in
large part through innovation and the constant development and adaptation
of new technologies.

20th issue of the upstream oil & gas start-up tracker - identify
providers with specific solutions to industry challenges researchandmarkets.com
Updated information on oil and gas, planned and announced projects in
Europe with start years up to 2025 – Provides projects breakdown by sector,
project type, and project stage at regional and

why innovation, not diversification, is key to the oil and gas
industry’s survival
On a Zoom call Monday, Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm essentially
advised oil and gas company executives that their industry is dying, advising
them to diversify their business portfolios or risk

europe oil and gas projects outlook report- development stage,
capacity, capex and contractor details of all new build and expansion
projects
Overall, we estimate that the Canadian upstream oil and gas methane
inventory is underestimated by a factor of 1.5, which is consistent with
previous studies of individual regions. Table S1

jennifer granholm’s tone deaf advice for the oil and gas industry
This could mean joint exploration of oil and gas fields, pulling in billions
Riyadh: Saudi Aramco is conducting a strategic review of its upstream
business, in a move that could potentially see

methane emissions from upstream oil and gas production in canada
are underestimated
The multilateral development bank, which focuses on eradicating poverty in
Asia, provided no timeline for its commitment

saudi aramco could tap global giants for its upstream oil and gas
assets
University of Utah faculty members are making a push to distance the
school from oil and gas companies. On Monday, the U.’s Academic Senate
voted 69 to 22 to approve a set of recommendations to put

asian development bank to end coal, upstream oil and gas financing
- draft statement
Welcomes former senior Shell executive, Osayande Igiehon, as CEO. Lagos,
04/05/2021 - Heirs Oil & Gas (HHOG) (

no more oil and gas company investments for university of utah?
Magnolia Oil & Gas beat revenue, EBITDA, and EPS estimates on better
than expected volumes and prices. Here's why we're very Bullish on MGY.

heirs oil & gas announces ceo and board appointments
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Division of Upstream Research. The Office of Oil and Natural Gas’ Division
of Upstream Research promotes safety and environmental sustainability of
oil and gas exploration and production. The Division

The government on Monday extended the last date of bidding for the 11 oil
and gas blocks on offer in the fifth Senior most Election Commissioner,
Sushil Chandra, will be the next Chief

office of oil and natural gas
The Texas oil and natural gas industry's upstream sector added 2,300 jobs
in February, a record achievement less than nine months after it reported a
“bloodbath.” According to data from the

oil and gas - upstream activities
EnCap Investments said on Tuesday it has closed a $1.2 billion fund
dedicated to investments in the burgeoning energy transition space, the
first time the private-equity firm has raised money

texas upstream oil, natural gas sector added 2,300 jobs in february
The Amherst-based energy company said its second-quarter profits jumped
by 46%, excluding a huge write-down it took last year and other one-time
items.

oil and gas investor encap raises $1.2 bln energy transition fund
followed by upstream (25), refinery (24) and midstream (23). Teja
Pappoppula, Oil & Gas Analyst at GlobalData, said: “Nigeria is betting on
several refinery and petrochemicals projects to meet its

rising natural gas production and expanded pipelines give a boost to
national fuel
Vitol Group is said to be near a purchase of Hunt Oil Co.’s Permian Basin oil
wells in what would mark the biggest independent crude trader’s first major
acquisition of U.S. production assets,

nigeria to lead african upstream projects
It was a week when both oil and natural gas prices settled higher. On the
news front, integrated supermajors ExxonMobil XOM, Chevron CVX, Royal
Dutch Shell RDS.A, BP plc BP and TOTAL SE TOT reported
oil & gas stock roundup: breaking down big oil q1 earnings
Petrochemical projects will hold the highest share of new startup projects in
Nigeria through 2025, with 28 projects, followed by 25 expected upstream
oil and gas projects, 24 refinery projects

vitol is near $1 billion-plus deal for hunt’s permian oil wells
Royal Dutch Shell PLC on Thursday reported better-than-expected profits
for the first quarter of the year. Oil and gas production rose from the fourth
quarter of 2020, but is expected to drop in April

nigeria set to start-up 100 oil & gas projects by 2025
Meanwhile, the Norwegian government’s proposal to almost triple its
overall carbon tax rate on upstream oil and gas operations makes a bold
statement, considering that E&Ps operating on the

shell oil and gas production expected to fall in 2q after 1q rise —
commodity comment
EnCap Investments said on Tuesday it has closed a $1.2 billion fund
dedicated to investments in the burgeoning energy transition space, the
first time the private-equity firm has raised money

woodmac: carbon pricing could transform upstream oil and gas
economics
(Bloomberg) -- BP Plc abandoned three oil projects development upstream
Andrew McAuslan. As a result of these changes, the firm will no longer
pursue investment in the Kazakhstan blocks

oil and gas investor encap raises $1.2 billion energy transition fund
Latham-advised EQT Corp. will pick up the upstream and midstream assets
of private equity-backed shale oil and gas exploration company Alta
Resources Development LLC, counseled by Kirkland & Ellis, in

bp exited kazakh oil projects to focus on renewables strategy
Heirs Oil " Gas (HHOG), the leading African integrated energy company,

latham, kirkland craft nearly $3b oil and gas assets deal
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has announced the appointment of Osayande Igiehon as Chief Executive
Officer, effective May 4, 2021, together with a

oil and gas production base by 2025 powered from
globaldata: 35% of equinor's total oil and gas output base to be
powered from shore
ENERGY EXPLORED: SUBSCRIBE TO ACCELERATE Gain valuable insight
into the global oil and gas industry's energy transition from ACCELERATE,
the free weekly newsletter from Upstream and Recharge.

heirs oil and gas announces osayande igiehon as ceo, with other
board appointments
Saudi Aramco is conducting a strategic review of its upstream business, in a
move that could potentially see the state-owned firm bring in external
investors to some of its oil and gas assets

turkmenistan seeks path to revive key gas pipeline to india
Here are some of Rigzone's top upstream stories during the last week is
looking to repurpose some orphaned oil and gas wells to produce
geothermal energy. Karoon Energy Ltd. has awarded

will aramco sell stakes in upstream assets?
Prabhudas Lilladher Report Q4 FY21 Oil sector earnings are likely to be
impacted by lower oil marketing companies’ earnings, even though
upstream and gas space will report healthy earnings. OMC

new use for orphaned oil wells and more
Royal Dutch Shell said its upstream oil and gas unit will return to profit in
the first quarter for the first time since the Covid-19 pandemic began,
driven by higher commodity prices. The return

oil and gas sector q4 earnings preview - a mixed bag: prabhudas
lilladher
followed by 25 expected upstream oil and gas projects, 24 refinery projects,
and 23 midstream projects. According to the report, some of the notable
projects in the upstream sector include the

barron's
“There’s a lot of vent gas and waste gas off of the upstream oil wells here,”
Barbour explained. “It’s a problem that pretty much any local oil company
has been trying to attack for a

africa: oil & gas - nigeria to account for 23% of projects in africa by
2025 - report
followed by 25 expected upstream oil and gas projects, 24 refinery projects,
and 23 midstream projects. According to the report, some of the notable
projects in the upstream sector include the

lloydminster’s upstream data is mining for more than just black gold
E&P executives find themselves under fire for pocketing large bonus
payouts in recent years while shareholder equity values tanked, but blame it
on a broken incentive model. Now, the rules are being

oil & gas: nigeria to account for 23% of projects in africa by 2025 —
report
The dissolution of the Implementing Body of the Upstream Oil and Natural
Gas Activities (BP Migas) in 2012 following the Indonesian constitutional
court’s decision regarding its unconstitutionality

oil and gas investor cover story: misaligned incentives
Historically, the upstream oil and gas industry has used a range of
proprietary protocols and ‘standard’ Modbus. Using a range of protocols
means operators must maintain a knowledgebase in

can foreign investment in indonesia's upstream oil and gas sector
live up to expectations?
Norwegian oil and gas firm Equinor is on track to have over 35% of its total
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